
SorbAll Acoustical Wall Panels can be mounted in a variety of ways: 

Impaling Clips 

Impaling Clips are the easiest way to mount our SorbAll Acoustical Wall Panels, especially if the panels 

do not need to be removable. 

Impaling Clips are included with our panels and have a peel off adhesive tape on the back of each clip 

that will adhere to the surface that the panel is being mounted to. You can also screw the clip to a wall 

stud to secure if you wish. 

Once you have secured the clips to the wall, apply a heavy duty construction adhesive (not included with 

panel orders) to the back of the panel and place panel on the wall in the desired location. Press the 

panel to the wall and apply pressure on areas where clips were mounted. 

Impaling Clips are designed to hold the panel in place while the adhesive sets. 

*Impaling clips are for wall mounting only. Do not use on ceilings.



Z-Clips 

If you need to remove the wall panels at any time, we would recommend using Z-Clips. Z-clips are 

installed on the back of our panels with hard epoxy and shipped with lose clip to be mounted to the 

wall. Please specify panel orientation to wall when ordering as the clips on the backs of the panels 

cannot be removed.  

Determine Z-Clip orientation on the wall by matching locations on panels. 

Attach loose Z-Clips to wall with screws. (You can use washers between wall and Z-Clip) 

Hang the Z-clips on the panels onto the Z-clips on the wall. (Picture hanging a flat panel TV on a wall) 

* Make sure to measure correctly when hanging panels side by side



Rotofast Panel Anchors 

Rotofast™ Panel Anchors are very easy to install. Please make sure to use care when measuring 

orientation of panels so that they are straight. This method is to be used when easy removal is not 

required. 


